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Price and Zink [Ann. of Math. 82 (1965), 139-1451 gave necessary and 
sufficient conditions for the existence of a multiplier m so that (m&i? is total: 
that is, the linear span is dense in Lz[O, 11, thus answering a question raised by 
Boas and Pollard [Bull. Amer. Math. Sot. 54 (1948), 512-5221. Using techniques 
similar to those of Price and Zink, it is shown that this result can be extended to 
more general spaces. Indeed, if X is either a separable Fr&het space or a 
complete separable g-normed space (0 ‘:: p < l), then the existence of a 
continuous linear operator A so that (A$,): spans a dense subspace is implied 
by the existence of a nested, equicontinuous family of commuting projedions 
which in addition has the properties that the union of their ranges is dense 
and that, for each projection, the projection of the original sequence is total in 
the projected space. Conversely, in a Banach space, it is shown that if such an 
operator exists and is l-l and scalar, then such a family of projections also 
exists. Further, it is shown that the above considerations extend the first half of 
the Price-Zink result to Lp[O, l] (0 .: p -I co) and the other half to Lp[O, l] 
(1 :< p ‘I co). 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Several years ago, Boas and Pollard [l] raised the following question: Given 
(+n}T CLz[O, 11, when does there exist a positive, bounded, measurable function 
m so that {@}T is total? A few years later Price and Zink [S] found necessary 
and sufficient conditions for the existence of m. 
A careful examination of the work of Price and Zink reveals that m is con- 
structed through the use of a certain family of projections {PC: E > O), where P, 
is the projection onto L2(S,) for some suitable set S, C [0, I]. These projections 
form a nested, equicontinuous, commuting family which in addition has the 
properties that the union of their ranges is dense in L*[O, l] and that for each 
E > 0 the span of {PJn}y is dense in P,(L2[0, I]). C onversely, if m is given so that 
k&h Oc is total, then Price and Zink showed that such a family of projections 
can be constructed. 
* This paper is a result from part of the work to be submitted to the University of 
Tennessee by the author as the partial fulfillment of the requirements for a Doctoral 
Degree in mathematics. 
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Observing that the map f  4 ~tf defines a l--l. continuous, linear operator on 
L”[O, I], this paper seeks to ans\ver the following questions: if S is a topological 
vector space (TVS) and {&); C LY, does the esistence of such a family of pro- 
jections imply the existence of a continuous linear operator -4 so that [A$,:; is 
total? Comersely, if --1 is given so that {-%$,,, ‘r. is total, does there arise such ;1 
family of projections ? 
U&g ideas similar to those of Price and Zink, this paper gives an affirmative 
answer to the first question when S is either a separable FrCchet space or a 
complete, separable, p-normed space [4, p. 1601. Conversely, if =1 is a l--l, 
scalar [3, p. 19381 operator on a Banach space X so that {A+,]; is total, then this 
paper gives an affirmative answer to the second question. In addition, if S is 
D’[O, I] for 0 < p < mm, and if (P,> is precisely as in the Price-Zink paper, then 
the operator .J which is constructed in this paper is indeed a multiplier. On the 
other hand, if --1 is a multiplier on Lp[O, l] for 1 <p < c~, then the farnil) 
(PC: t .‘-e 0: of projections as constructed in this paper is precisely the same as in 
the Price-Zink paper. Thus the results of Price and Zink are extended to a larger 
class of function spaces. 
2. PRELIMINARIES AND NOTATION 
Unless stated otherwise, x will be a Hausdorff TVS, ($n}F C S, rl the linear 
space spanned bv {4,JF, 2(A7) the family of continuous linear operators from A’ 
into itself, r a linearly ordered set with a cofinal sequence, B = (I’,: y  E r) 
a nested, equicontinuous family of commuting projections on 2Y, g the Bore1 
sets of the complex plane @, ,Mm the bounded Bore1 measurable functions on C, 
and xc,, the indicator function of the set w. 
When AY is a Banach space, E will be a resolution of the identity [3, Chapt. 
XV]. IrYe recall that E is a homomorphism from the Boolean algebra %? into the 
Boolean algebra of projections in x, and that .vE( .) JJ* is a complex measure for 
each .V E X and JV* E -Y*, the dual of X. Lastly, we recall that (E(w): w E .2?‘> is 
equicontinuous. In [3] it is shown that there is a continuous algebraic homo- 
morphism of ,a2’= into 2(X), written f  5? J-f(A) E(d). 
As stated in the introduction, we seek to examine the Price-Zink paper more 
closely. There the equivalence of the following two statements was shown: 
(BP) There is a multiplier m so that (m~,}~ is total, 
P-1 F or every E > 0 there is a set S, C [0, I] whose measure exceeds 
1 - E and so that {Q,JT is total in LL(S,). 
The work of Price and Zink shows that the sets S, are nested, without loss of 
generahty. 
Since L’(S,) is a closed subspacr of L2[0, I], tl rere naturally arises a nested, 
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equicontinuous family (PC: E I> 0} of commuting projections. Moreover, since 
&s S, has full measure, UC>,, Z’,(L*[O, 11) is dense in L*[O, 11, and since [&}F 
is total in L’(S,), we have that {PC&};- is total in P,(L*[O, 11). Thus, in a TVS 
X we are led to compare: 
(BP*) There exists ,;1 E Z(X) so that {A+,): is total. 
(T*) There is a nested equicontinuous family 9 -= (PY: y  E r) of 
commuting projections so that 
(1) Uver P,X is dense in X, 
(2) (I’,&};” is total in I?,X for each y. 
3. STaTEMENT OF RESULTS 
THEOREM 1. Let X be either a separable, Frkhet space or a complete, separable, 
p-normed space. Then (T*) implies (BP*). 
Applying Theorem 1 to property (T) for X = LP[O, 11, 0 <p < CD, we 
obtain an operator A on Lp[O, l] w IC h’ h is indeed a multiplier. Precisely, we have 
COROLLARY 1. In Lp[O, 11, 0 <p < co, (T) implies (BP). 
THEOREM 2. Let X be a Banach space and A = Jf(h) E(dh) be l-l, f~ Jz’~. 
Then (BP*) implies (T*). 
The operator A in Theorem 2 is called scalar. Applying Theorem 2 to a 
multiplier nz on Lp[O, 11, 1 <p < co, we have that f  + mf is a l-l, scalar 
operator and hence there arises a family of projections. These projections are 
onto L?(S,) for an appropriate choice of S, . Precisely, we have 
COROLLARY 2. In LP[O, 11, 1 <p < a, (BP) implies (T). 
4. PROOFS OF THE RESULTS 
We will need several lemmas for Theorem 1, which we state and prove first. 
LEMMA 1. Let B satisfy) (T*). Then for 3’ E X, lim, P,y = y. 
Proof. This follows easily since d is equicontinuous and (J P,X is dense 
in X. 
LEMMA 2. Let X noul be locally convex and d be as above. Let (Pn);j C 9 
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and C,, e (0, 1). Let -A,, = P,, +- C’JZ - P,,) rind =1,, ~ --i,, .” A, . Then 
{ZnjF is equicontinuous. 
Proqf. AI short calculation shows that 
Let c’ be a convex, circled nbd of 0. Pick a convex circled nbd l- of 0 so that 
P,,T-C c,’ for everv y  E r and so that I.-C cr. Then 
by equicontinuity and convexity. So -+ln t’ C U since the coefficient is 1. 
This lemma is needed only in the FrCchet space setting. The following two 
lemmas are needed for the p-normed setting. We recall that p-normed spaces are 
metrizable [4, p. 1601. Naturally, if p = 1, a p-normed space is a normed space. 
LEMMA 3. Let C, E (0, I ), C, ::z C,{, 1 . 
Let p be positive. Let 
Then there is M so that K, < Mfor all n. 
Proof. Since C, E (0, I), XY, Cpi IS finite. Expanding the term above, we 
see that 
K < c,p + (1 - C,)O + i (Z c,R) (1 - CJ” 
i=2 i=l 
n-1 
G Cl’ + (1 - c,y + c (ye 
i=l 
LEMMA 4. Let X be a p-nortmd space 0 < p < 1. Let C2$,,}F be as above, where 
C, > C,,, . Then {A;?>? is equicontinuous. 
Proof. Let E > 0 be given and let M be as in Lemma 3. Pick 6 < c!M so that 
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PnB, C %M for every n, where B, = {A E X: d(x, 0) < S}. NOW for zz E B, , 
+ t2 [(z cj) - (fi cj)] pd(piz7 O)
So @I, C B, . Hence, {&,}, is equicontinuous. 
LEMMA 5. Suppose 2’ satis$es (T *) with respect to (&>F. Then 3 satisJies (T *) 
with respect to (A,&)~ where A, = P, + C,(I - P,,), P, E 3, C, # 0. 
Proof. We need only show (2) in the definition. We first claim -4,: P,X+ 
PeX is surjective for each /3 E r. Since P&la = I2,P, , we see that A, maps PJ 
into itself. To see that A, is surjective, fix .Z E PeX. If  /3 < 01, then P,x = S. So 
-4,s = :t-. I f  p > OL, then for z = P,,.rz + C;‘(l - P,) c, A,z = .z But since 
/3 > OL, z E PBX. So d maps P,X onto itself. 
To see that (P,.4,#,},” is total in P,X, fix z E PeX and a nbd U of 0. Pick an 
nbd k5’ of 0 so that &WC U. Pick also y  E P,X so that A,y = :r. Since 9 
satisfies (T*) with respect to (I#,JF there exists g E A so that y  - POg E IV. So 
-4,-v - PBA,g E U. So (2) holds. 
Proof of Theorem 1. Let {Y,J~ be a dense subset of X in which each element 
appears infinitely often. Clearly, it suffices to construct -4 E 9(X), {gn)P CA, 
and 6, 1 0 so that d(rn, Ag,) < 6, , where d is the metric on X. 
To do this, pick {.z,}T, a positive sequence, so that Cp E, is finite. By equi- 
continuity of 3, for each n, there is an T,, & ~,/8 so that 
d(r,O) < rln implies that d(P,x, 0) < l ,/8 for every a! E I’. (l-1) 
Since YPLYX = X, there is a sufficiently large index n, and an ZQ in P,,X so that 
dk, > ~1) G ~1 G 43 (1.2) 
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But by property (T “), there is a g, E il so that 
d(RIJi , P,& z-i: El 8. 
We let 1, = P,, + C,(I - P,,), where c’, E (0, 1) is chosen so that 
d(C,g, > GP,lgd < 4f3- 
(By continuity of d: S x X--f R, such a C, exists.) By (I. I)-( I .4), 
(1.3) 
(1.4) 
dh 7 -J,g,) < 4x > 4 + Cl.1 j f’q~) + W,J~ 7 Pn,gd + d(Gg, > ‘T’n,g,) 
.< E&2. (1.5) 
By Lemma 5, B possesses property (T*) with respect to (=ll&)F. Pick now a 
sufficiently large nf > n, and x12 and .+ in P,,X so that 
d(xl2 > ~1) < ‘72 G l 2i8, by density, (1.6) 
d(+, > ye> < 72 < 9’8, by density, (1.7) 
4Pn2(y, - 4g,),ec - Jig,) e ~1:‘4, by Lemma 1, (1.8) 
and 
4Pn2yl > Rp-%g,) < 36114, by (1.5) and (1.8). (1.9) 
Since 9 has property (T*) with respect to {A,&,},“, there is gz E A so that 
d(Pnpyz 9 Q%g,) < 43. (1.10) 
Let A, = PEz + C,(1 - P,,) where C, E (0, C,) is chosen so that 
d(Cd,g, , GP,$,g,) -c 43 (1.11) 
and 
d(G.%g, , W’n$,g,j < 43. (1.12) 
Hence, 
d(y, 3 - l^,J,g,) 
d d(Y2 T x22) + +22 > P,?yd + W’,rz 3 pn,&d + d(G&, 7 W’np4g,) 
< 4, by (1.7), (l.l), (l.lO), and (1.11). 
Moreover, A, does not move A,g, very far from ~1~ . Observe 
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Proceeding inductively, we may construct {Ai}? C Z(X) and (gj}F C A so that 
4% , a&) < (1 - W”) f Ek , 
k-j 
where 
Now for z E UP&X, lim, &z exists. This is so since z E P,X for some LY. and 
since A,: PeX- PeX for each ,8. So for N, > OL, z E PNnX. So &z E PN X. 
Hence A,+,& z = PN &,z + C,(I - P,,, ) z = &,x. Thus z is moved”by 
only finitely many &, . “so lim, &z exists & UP,X. We let ,4 be the extension 
of this limit to X. Since {&} is equicontinuous by either Lemma 2 or by Lemma 
4, -4 E L?(X). 
Since 
and since 
Letting Sk = Cj”=, cj we have constructed A, {g,)?, and {a,};-‘, as desired. 
Proof of Corollary 1. Let P,: L’[O, l] --+~*(S,) be the natural projection. 
Since the sets S, are nested, g = {PC. E > 0) is a nested (in reverse) equi- 
continuous family of commuting projections which clearly satisfy (T*) with 
respect to {&}T. So by Theorem 1, there is an operator A E s(L”[O, I]) so that 
{-4&}y is total. Examining A more closely, we see that A, = PNk + C,(I - PN,). 
So ABf = fxk + Ck f (1 - xr), where xk is the indicator function on SC, . 
So A, is a multiplier M, , hence xk = A, 0 *.. 0 A, is a multiplier M, . Since 
0 < M, < 1, Mk - M. But Mkf = &f -+ ,4f. So .4f = Mf. Hence -4 is a 
multiplier. 
We need the following lemas for Theorem 2. In the following X will be a 
Banach space. We recall that E is a resolution of the identity on 23, the Bore1 
sets of Ic. By definition, {E(w): w E g} is equicontinuous [3, p. 19291. The first 
lemma, due to Walsh [7], is true in more general spaces. 
LEMMA 6. The family { jf (h) E(dA): 1 f 1 < 1, f E A”} is equicontinuous. 
Proof. Let Wbe a closed, convex, and circled nbd of 0. Pick a closed, convex, 
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and circled nbd. l- of 0 so that E(6) T-C I /4W. Now if J: E I-. and if ~1” E TI”‘. 
the polar of IV, and if / f  1 -.< 1, then 
[3, p. 8921. So Jf(A) E(dh) .Z E IF’. So (Jf(h) E(dA)) I-C WWC IV for all 
fcAz for which If 1 -< 1. 
LEMMA 7. Let 11 s I/* = ~upl~~~r /j Jf (A) E(d) z 11 then 11 . II* is a norm and 
there exists b > 0 so that b 11 .C I/* < j/s /j < !I .T //*, for all x 6 AT. 
Proof. Clearly 11 . II* is a norm and 11 .C /~ < ]I cc II*. Pick 6 > 0 so that 
(j-f (4 E(4) 4 C B, 3 for all f  for which / f  1 < 1, where B, and B, are the 
balls of radii 6 and 1, respectively. Then 11 .r /I = 6 implies 1) s /(* < 1. So 
b~~sl~*<6=~Is/j. 
LEMMA 8. Let f  E .A&‘~ and 1 f  1 > 6 on w E d. Then there exists b > 0 so that 
be 11 I .l’ ‘I G 11 jf(h) Xw(A) E(dA) 3’ 11 
for all s E X. 
Proof. Pick b > 0 so that b/l z/l* < 11 x 11 , for all z E X. Let 
h(h) = 0, h$w, 
= 4f(h), h E CJ. 
Then 1 h / < 1. So, for any 2, /I 2 11 2 b 11 j h(A) E(dA) 2 Ij . In particular for 
Z = J - f  (4 xw(4 WA) x’, 
11 If (A) X&) W4 .z 11 3 b 11 j Wf (4 Xdh) WA) ;(: 11 > 6s /I I Xdx) WA) X I 
= be I/ E(w) .z: I! 
LEMMA 9. Let f  c A!‘, and A = Jf(h) E(dh). Let S, = {z: 11 EX I/ < jl As ~I). 
Let W, = {A E @: (f(A)1 3 c}. Then there exists b > 0 so that E( W,) XC S,, . 
Proof. This is immediate from Lemmas 7 and 8. 
Proof of Theorem 2. Let W,, = {A E @: 1 f  (A)1 >, I/n> and W, = f  -‘CO}. Then 
E(W,) X = ker -4 = (0) [6, p. 31 I]. Let P,, = E(W,). Then 9 = {Pn)zyl is 
nested equicontinuous family of commuting projections. 
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Now C = uf, W, . So for z E X, z = E(C) :G = 0 + lim,,, P,:z-. So 
(JEEP=, P,X is dense in X. 
Thus to show that property (T*) h o Id s, we need only show that (Pnc+n}~cl 
is total in Ph.X for each k. Let E > 0 and 2 E P,X be given. By Lemma 9, pick 
b > 0 so that P,X C Sb ,Ic . Pick g E A so that 
Then 
!I .c - PIP II = + Ii + Pkb - g) /i < $ II APk - g)/l 
Proof of Theorem 2. Let ,4 E 6p(Lp[O, 11) be Af (A) = m(A)f(A). Then A is 
1-l and scalar, and the resolution of the identity for ,4 is given by E(w)f(h) = 
xW(X) f(h) [3, p. 9091. Hence the projections in Theorem 2 are Pk = 
E({X E C: m(h) > l/k}). Hence {&}zzl is total in LP(w,) for each K, where wI; 
is as above. 
Remark. The question raised by Boas and Pollard concerning the completion 
of a sequence in L”[O, l] remains open in an arbitrary TVS X. In seeking to 
answer this question, it is worth noting that the techniques of Theorem 1 
involve a countable neighborhood base. Hence, the extension of Theorem 1 to 
spaces beyond metric spaces will require new techniques. However, there are 
clearly several directions in which Theorem 2 can be extended. 
It is worth noting that if X is a Hilbert space, then Theorem 1 has a stronger 
conclusion. The operator A which is constructed can very easily be shown to be 
I-1 and positive. Hence, it is 1-l and scalar. Thus in the Hilbert space setting, 
Theorem 1 is the converse of Theorem 2. 
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